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Abstract. Stock Movement Prediction (SMP) is a challenging task
that aims at predicting the future stock price trend of companies in
the stock. Recent advances mainly apply the Graph Convolutional
Network (GCN) to learn connections among companies for SMP.
However, these methods usually ignore the semantics of the specific
relations (e.g., investment and share) between two entities (i.e., com-
panies and persons) on the market knowledge graph. Meanwhile,
considering the long-chain cross-shareholding structures among enti-
ties, it is difficult for GCN to obtain high-order neighbor information
over long distances. To address these two problems, we present an
Attention-aware Multi-order Relation GCN for SMP (AMRGCN-
SMP). Specifically, an attention-aware multi-channel aggregation
manner achieves the weighted fusion of nodes across multiple seman-
tic channels. Moreover, the dynamic update of the adjacent tensor
can fuse the multi-order relation representations and bring more abun-
dant long-chain connections. The experiments on the CSI100E and
CSI300E datasets demonstrate that the proposed method achieves
state-of-the-art performances compared with the recent advances.

1 Introduction

Stock Movement Prediction (SMP) is an important task that can
help investors to predict the stock price trend of companies in the
financial market [1, 2]. With the recent upheavals in the stock market,
the SMP task has spurred the interest of researchers to continuously
present better predictive models [3]. In particular, the application
of the shallow machine learning & deep learning approaches brings
about a promising performance for the SMP task [4, 5].

The main efforts for SMP can be divided into two genres including
the methods based on the technical analysis and the approaches based
on the fundamental analysis [6]. In detail, the technical analysis usu-
ally utilizes the time-series historical information of the stock market
(e.g., stock price and volume) to construct features and further learn
the hidden trading pattern for SMP [7, 8, 9]. Meanwhile, the fun-
damental analysis usually utilizes the cues derived from the outside
market price data (e.g., economic environment and some other qualita-
tive & quantitative factors) to predict the price movement of the stock
market. Recently, many SMP methods have been presented to apply
the time-series data and the social media information (e.g., news and
twitter texts) for SMP [1, 10, 11]. They simultaneously consider the
technical analysis and fundamental analysis, which exploit historical
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stock price information and social media information to predict the
stock price movement.

The early works for SMP mainly exploit shallow machine learn-
ing to learn implicit trading modes by constructing some hand-craft
features, while these methods suffer from expensive time costs and
weak generalization [12]. Recently, with the development of deep
learning, many approaches exploit some neural networks such as Con-
volutional Neural Networks (CNN) [13], Recurrent Neural Networks
(RNN) [14] and Transformers [15] for SMP, as they can automatically
extract stock features. However, these methods usually only consider
the time-series data whereas they ignore the connections among the
public companies such as cross-shareholding and industry specializa-
tion [6]. The lack of correlations for companies may lead to limited
performances for SMP. To alleviate this issue, Graph Convolutional
Network (GCN) has been noticed and widely applied for the SMP
task, which achieves some competitive performances [5, 16, 17, 18].

However, the recent GCN-based methods for SMP usually directly
compute the weighted sum of neighbor node embeddings during ag-
gregation. They neglect the relational semantics between two nodes.
In general, because of the existence of the control relationship, the
company may be affected by some roles (i.e., relations) connected
to different implicit entities. For instance, the Credit Suisse failure
made the Saudi investment entity suffer heavy losses. Thus, the spe-
cific relations between two entities are necessary when the neighbor
node information is aggregated to the targeted company for SMP. In
addition, considering the long-chain cross-shareholding structures
among entities, it is difficult to obtain the high-order neighbor node
information only by stacking more GCN layers, which may affect the
performance of SMP. To address this problem, in this work, we intro-
duce an attention-aware semantic aggregation based on the specific
relations and multi-order dynamics of adjacent tensor to improve the
performance of SMP.

To sum up, the main contributions of this work are as follows:

• To better encode the neighbor information, we apply an attention-
aware multi-channel aggregated mechanism across relational se-
mantic dimensions, which can achieve the effective fusion of node
information from the different semantic channels.

• Considering the existence of the long-chain cross-shareholding
structures among entities, we propose an Attention-aware Multi-
order Relation GCN for SMP (AMRGCN-SMP), which can
achieve dynamic update of adjacent tensor based on the multi-
order relations and improve the performance of SMP.
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• The experimental results on the CSI100E and CSI300E datasets
demonstrate that the proposed AMRGCN-SMP model achieves
state-of-the-art performances compared with the recent advances.

2 Related Works

Stock Movement Prediction. Stock movement prediction (SMP) has
been always a hot topic in the fintech domain because of its great
benefits for investors in the stock market. According to the Efficient
Market Hypothesis (ETH) theory, it is not realistic to accurate the
stock real-time prices due to the hysteresis quality of stock informa-
tion [10]. For this reason, some works attempted to indirectly predict
the stock price trend using technical analysis and fundamental analy-
sis, which achieve some comparable performances, especially after
the application of deep learning techniques. For instance, to reduce
the stochasticity of the influences from the news outsides the stock
markets, Xu et al. presented a generative model using a market infor-
mation encoder and a variational movement decoder to respectively
encode tweets texts and generate results of SMP [10]. Hu et al. pro-
posed a hierarchical attention network to encode the news texts to
aggregate the temporal cues to predict future stock price trends [1].
Feng et al. and Xu et al. respectively apply adversarial training and
dual-channel generative adversarial network to enhance the gener-
alization for SMP [19, 20]. Liu et al. utilized a Transformer and a
Capsule network to encode the social medical information for the
SMP task [21]. Zhang et al. designed a state frequency memory re-
current network based on the Fourier transform to learn the hidden
trading pattern obtained from stock price sequence to predict the stock
movement [11]. Although these methods achieved impressive perfor-
mances for SMP, they ignore the explicit and implicit relations among
entities and may limit the potential of the existing approaches.

GCNs for Stock Movement Prediction. Recently, compared with
the above traditional approaches based on the time-series data, some
advances have applied graph neural network to capture non-local
relations [22, 23] among public companies on the market knowledge
graph to better predict stock movement. For example, by consider-
ing the cross effects among companies, Ye et al. presented a Multi-
GCGRU framework consisting of a GCN and a Gated Recurrent Unit
(GRU) to predict stock movement [5]. Zhao et al. applied a dual-
attention mechanism to fuse the time-series features and learn the
connections among companies in the stock market [6]. To predict the
overnight SMP between the previous close price and the open price,
Li et al. proposed an LSTM-RGCN framework to model the complex
connections among entities by using their correlation matrix [24].
Although the GCN-based methods can implement more abundant
relation interactions among entities and enhance the performances of
SMP, these approaches ignore the fact that most GCNs fail to fuse
relation semantics between two entities and lack the ability to capture
high-order information by stacking limited layers.

3 Methodology

As illustrated in Fig. 1, the proposed SMP method consists of a tensor
incorporation module, a temporal learning module, an Attention-
aware Multi-order Relation GCN (AMRGCN) module, and a binary
classifier module. Noted that the inputs of the proposed model are
the historical price representation pi ∈ R

5 and the sentiment repre-
sentation qi ∈ R

3 for i-th company in the certain trading day. Also,
the Market Knowledge Graph (MKG) consists of the targeted public
companies and some corresponding executives (i.e., persons). These
above-described data had been concluded and released in [6].
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Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed SMP architecture.

3.1 Tensor Incorporation Module

To respectively extract stock price and sentiment features, we first
introduce a 1-dimension convolutional operator Conv1D(·) to obtain
the high-level features from the price and sentiment vectors:

xp = Conv1D(p) ∈ R
N×5,

xq = Conv1D(q) ∈ R
N×3,

(1)

where p = [p1,p2, · · · ,pN ] ∈ R
N×5, q = [q1, q2, · · · , qN ] ∈

R
N×3, N is the number of companies.
Further, along the representation channel of xp and xq , we then

apply an external attention network to achieve feature interaction of
price and sentiment signals across companies:

xp−a
:,j = ExternalAtten(xp

:,j , S) ∈ R
N ,

xq−a
:,j = ExternalAtten(xq

:,j , S) ∈ R
N ,

(2)

where ExternalAtten(·) denotes the applied external atten-
tion operator proposed in [25], S is the hidden size, and
xp−a = [xp−a

:,1 ,xp−a
:,2 , · · · ,xp−a

:,5 ]T ∈ R
N×5 and xq−a =

[xq−a
:,1 ,xq−a

:,2 ,xq−a
:,3 ]T ∈ R

N×3 mean the updated company feature
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tensors respectively split along the dimension of the price and the
sentiment. Besides, to avoid the issue of network degradation and
accelerate convergence, we also introduce residual connections which
are:

xp−a′
= ReLU(xp−a + xp) ∈ R

5,

xq−a′
= ReLU(xq−a + xq) ∈ R

3,
(3)

where ReLU(·) is an activation function.
Finally, to achieve the fusion of the price and sentiment features, a

nonlinear layer is employed to generate the multi-modal representa-
tion of the i-th company in a certain trading day:

xi = Tanh(Wf · x̂i + bf ) ∈ R
dx , (4)

where x̂i = xp
i � xq

i � xp−a′
i � xq−a′

i ∈ R
16 is the concatenated

representation, � denotes a concatenated operator, Tanh(·) is an acti-
vation function, dx is the dimension of the multi-modal representation,
and Wf and bf are respectively the projected matrix and the bias
vector.

3.2 Temporal Learning Module

In general, SMP for i-th company in t-th trading day usually depends
on the historical feature tensor xt

i = [xt−T
i ,xt−T+1

i , · · ·xt−1
i ] ∈

R
T×dx in the past T trading days. Thus, we can use a unidirectional

GRU network to capture the stock temporal feature for i-th company
in t-th trading day:

xt
i =

−−−→
GRU([xt−T

i ,xt−T+1
i , · · ·xt−1

i ]), (5)

where xt
i ∈ R

dg is the computed temporal representation for the i-th
company in t-th trading day and dg is the output dimension of GRU
network.

It should be remarked that the graph simultaneously contains the
company nodes and the exective nodes. To obtain the embedding of
the executive nodes, we build a executive-company binary ajacent
matrix Aec ∈ R

M×N to aggregate the executive-related company
embeddings as the executive representations, which are followed as:

ht
e,j = x̃t ·Aec

:,j ∈ R
dg , (6)

where M is the number of the executives and x̃t =
[xt

1,x
t
2, · · · ,xt

M ]T ∈ R
dg×M . As a result, all node embeddings

in the released market knowledge graph can be represented as
H = [xt

1,x
t
2, · · · ,xt

M ,ht
e,1,h

t
e,2, · · · ,ht

e,N ] ∈ R
(M+N)×dg .

3.3 AMRGCN Module

In this subsection, the proposed AMRGCN is an extension of the
traditional GCN, which can incorporate the relation semantic infor-
mation to obtain better node representations. Specifically, AMRGCN
first constructs an adjacent matrix A ∈ R

n×n (n = M +N ) which
consists of the relation indexes. By passing through a relation embed-
ding layer with the random initialization, the adjacent matrix can be
transformed into an adjacent tensor E ∈ R

n×n×p, where Ei,j,: ∈ R
p

is the p-dementional relation representation between entities i and j.
p is viewed as the number of channels in the adjacent tensor.

To fully mine the latent relation semantics and further generate
better node representations for the SMP task, two submodules are im-
plemented at each layer l of AMRGCN including an attention-aware
node update submodule and a multi-order relation update submodule:

H l,El = AMRGCN(H l−1,El−1). (7)

Attention-aware Node Update Submodule

With the public companies in the market interpreted as nodes in the
market knowledge graph, an Attention-aware Node Update (AANU)
Submodule updates the node representation of stock by aggregating
the information from its neighbors across multiple semantic channels
in the adjacent tensor. Formally, the above operation can be written
as:

H l = AANU(El−1,H l−1)

= σ(Atten(H l
1,H

l
2, · · · ,H l

p)),
(8)

where σ (·) is a ReLU activation function and Atten(·) is an attention
operator.

Specifically, the aggregated operation in AANU can be divided
into two parts including channel-inner aggregation and multi-channel
aggregation. The channel-inner aggregation is a standard aggregation
referred to the traditional GCN, which are:

H l
k = El−1

:,:,k ·H l−1 ·W ∈ R
dg , (9)

where El−1 is the adjacent tensor obtained from initialization or
the last AMRGCN layer, H0 denotes the output H in the temporal
learning module, W ∈ R

dg×dg is a learnable filter. Furthermore, to
achieve the multi-channel aggregation of the channel-inner aggregated
node representations, we introduce an attention-aware mechanism
to adaptively compute the weighted sum of node embeddings in the
different channels. Mathematically, this operation for i-th company is
expressed as:

Atten(H l,i
1 , · · · ,H l,i

p ) =

p∑

k=1

αk ·H l,i
k ,

αi
k =

exp(W T
a ·H l,i

k )
∑p

s=1(exp(Wa ·H l,i
s ))

(10)

where H l,i
k ∈ R

dg denotes the node embedding acquired from the k-
th channel for i-th company and Wa ∈ R

dg×1 is a trainable projected
vector.

Multi-order Relation Update Submodule

The original relation embeddings are obtained from the relation em-
bedding layer. However, these embeddings in the adjacent tensor
should convey different signals for different companies and executives,
which are not company-independent. Also, considering the long-chain
cross-shareholding structure in the market knowledge graph, it is not
easy to directly stack too many GCN layers for aggregating farther
neighbors with higher-order relations. To address this problem, we
present a novel Multi-order Relation Update (MORU) Submodule to
dynamically update adjacent tensors according to the nodes and the
multi-order relations. Formally, MORU operation can be defined as:

El
i,j,: = MORU(ITGA(El−1),hl

i,h
l
j), (11)

where ITGA(·) is an iterative operator based on a gated mechanism,
and hl

i ∈ H l and hl
j ∈ H l respectively denote the embeddings of

node i and node j. Noted that ITGA(·) is related to the layer number
l which determines to keep the number of the multi-order adjacent
tensors. For instance, in the l-th layer, we compute the high-order
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adjacent tensors along each semantic channel, which are followed as:

E(l−1,0) = El−1,

E
(l−1,c)
:,:,k = E

(l−1,c−1,T)
:,:,k ·E(l−1,c−1)

:,:,k ,

β = Sigmoid(W c−1
β ·E(l−1,c−1)

i,j,: ),

E
(l,c)
i,j,: = (1− β) ∗E(l−1,c−1)

i,j,: + β ∗E(l−1,c)
i,j,: ,

(12)

where c = 0, 1, 2, · · · , cmax, cmax < l means a maximum num-
ber of iterations, W c−1

β ∈ R
p×p is a transformation matrix and

Sigmoid(·) is an activation function. Based on this, we collect the
final relation embeddings in the computed multi-order adjacent ten-
sor and their corresponded nodes to conduct concatenated operation
ml

i,j = hl
i � hl

j � E
(l−1,cmax)
i,j,: ∈ R

2dg+p. As a result, we feed
ml

i,j into a linear layer to complete the update of the adjacent tensor
which can be written as:

El
i,j,: = Wm ·ml

i,j + bm, (13)

where Wm and bm respectively denote the projected matrix and the
bias vector.

Classifier Layer

By collecting the node presentations of companies obtained from the
temporal learning module and each layer in MRGCN, we apply a
linear layer and a residual layer to acquire the final embeddings of all
the public companies in the market knowledge graph, which can be
written as:

xt
i = Normalization(Wt · xt,�

i + xt
i), (14)

where Normalization(·) is a normalization operator, xt,�
i = xt

i �
h1

i � h2
i � · · · � hl

i ∈ R
(l+1)dg is the concatenated node embed-

ding for i-th company in the t-trading day, Wt ∈ R
(l+1)dg×dg is

a transformation matrix. Therefore, the final predicted probability
distribution of the stock price movement can be expressed as:

ŷt
i = Softmax(Wy · xt

i + by) ∈ R
2, (15)

where Wy and by are respectively the projected matrix and the bias
vector and Softmax(·) is an activation function. Based on the pre-
dicted probability, we construct a cross-entropy loss which is utilized
to conduct the model optimization.

Hyper-parameters CSI100E CSI300E

Window size T 20 20
Hidden size S 8 8
Output dimension dx 8 8
GRU hidden size dg 78 44
Edge embedding size p 10 50
GCN layer number L 3 3
Dropout rate 0.5 0.5
Learing rate 0.00078 0.0008

Table 1. The hyper-parameters setting on datasets.

Models CSI100E CSI300E
ACC (%) AUC (%) ACC (%) AUC (%)

LSTM [26] 51.14 51.33 51.78 52.24
GRU [27] 51.66 51.46 51.11 52.30
GCN [28] 51.58 52.18 51.68 51.81
GAT [29] 52.17 52.78 51.40 52.24
RGCN [30] 52.33 52.69 51.79 52.59
HGT [31] 53.01 52.51 51.70 52.19
STHAN-SR [32] 52.78 53.05 52.89 53.48
AD-GAT [2] 54.56 55.46 52.63 54.29
DANSMP [6] 57.75 60.78 55.79 59.36
AMRGCN-SMP (ours) 62.03 65.66 57.88 62.30

Table 2. The performance comparison of different models for the SMP task.

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset and Evaluation Metrics

We conduct experiments on the CSI100E and CSI300E datasets,
which are the standard datasets released in [6] for the stock movement
prediction task. CSI100E contains 73 company nodes and 163 execu-
tive nodes. CSI300E covers 185 public companies and 275 executives.
The nodes in these two datasets are linked by 10 kinds of relations
with specific semantics such as Investment, Supply chain, and Busi-
ness partnership. The period of training data is from 21/11/2017 to
05/08/2019 and the period of developing data ranges from 06/08/2019
to 22/10/2019. For the testing data, its covered interval is from
23/10/2019 to 31/12/2019. Referring to the evaluation in [6], we
test the models using the official scorer in terms of the Accuracy
(ACC) and Area Under Curve (AUC).

4.2 Hyper-parameter Setting

The hyper-parameters in the proposed model are manually tuned
by strict grid searches on the developing dataset. As a result, the
optimal hyper-parameter groups are listed in Tab. 1. In addition, all the
experiments using Pytorch 1.11.0 are conducted on Nvidia GeForce
3090 GPU with Intel(R) Xeon(R) Platinum 8255C CPU.

4.3 Baselines

To comprehensively evaluate the presented SMP model, especially the
designed AMRGCN module, we compare it with a range of baselines
and recent state-of-the-art methods, which can be concluded into two
genres including the sequence-based and GCN-based approaches.

Sequence-based models operates on the historical trading data
based on Recurrent Neural Network (RNN). LSTM [26] and GRU
[27] are the variants of standard RNN that can learn the time-series
stock data of a company to generate the stock feature in the certain
trading day for the SMP task.

GCN-based models apply graph convolutional network over the
market knowledge graph to exploit potential among companies and
executives. 1-4) GCN [28], GAT [29], RGCN [30], and HGT [31]
respectively employ linear aggregation, weighted aggregation, het-
erogeneous mapping aggregation, and heterogeneous transformer
aggregation to generate the high-level company node representations
for the SMP task. 5) STHAN-SR [32] utilizes hypergraph structure
and temporal Hawkes attention to rank stocks based on the historical
prices and firm relations during predicting the future stock movement.
6) AD-GAT [2] presents an attribute-driven graph attention network
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to model interactive market information space to improve stock move-
ment prediction. 7) DANSMP [6] releases the standard CSI100E and
CSI300E datasets and uses a dual attention network to learn the mo-
mentum spillover signals on the constructed market knowledge graph
for SMP.

4.4 Overall Performance

We report the experimental results on the CSI100E and CSI300E
datasets in Tab. 2. Obviously, the proposed AMRGCN-SMP achieves
state-of-the-art performance and outperforms all the listed baselines.
We argue that the performance gain is attributed to three aspects:

1) The application of the relation semantics labels (i.e. edge labels
between two entities in the market knowledge graph). AMRGCN
outperforms all the compared GCN-based SMP models which only
employ the fuzzy binary relations (i.e., 0/1 adjacent matrix) and ig-
nore the specific relation semantics between two entities. This fact
demonstrates that relation labels in the market knowledge graph are
capable of supplying key information for the SMP task.

2) The design of the attention-ware multi-channel aggregation. Ben-
efiting from the introduction of the relation labels, AMRGCN-SMP
far outputs the RGCN with an absolute margin of 9.7% ↑ ACC and
12.97% ↑ AUC. We consider that RGCN utilizes different convolu-
tional filters to respectively aggregate relation-specific neighbors and
subsequently aggregates all relation-specific targeted nodes to gener-
ate the final targeted node embedding. Thus, the relation semantics in
the node aggregation is not fully exploited. By contrast, AMRGCN
learns effective relation semantics and provides access that can use an
attention mechanism to adaptively aggregate targeted nodes obtained
from the multiple semantics channels and thus better captures the
information under relations between two entities.

3) The dynamic update of the adjacent tensor based on the multi-
order relation. In Tab. 2, recent GCN-based methods are based on a
static binary graph whose weights in the adjacent matrix are fixed and
lack high-order relation information between entities. Actually, the
weights in the adjacent matrix should not be entity-independent and
be continuously updated with the node aggregation. Besides, in the
modern stock market, there are many long-chain cross-shareholding
controlled structures among different entities. Therefore, high-order
relations among entities should be concerned in the GCN-based meth-
ods. In this work, the proposed AMRGCN achieves the dynamics of
the adjacent tensor based on the multi-order relations, which achieve
the obvious performance improvement compared with the recent best
advance with a margin of 2.48% ↑ ACC and 4.88% ↑ AUC.

5 Analysis

5.1 The Overall Ablation Study

To demonstrate the effectiveness of all components in AMRGCN
including the AANU and MORU, we execute an ablation study on
the CSI100E dataset as Tab. 3 shows 1) Attention-aware Node Update
Module (AANU): to study whether attention-aware multi-channel
aggregation contributes to the performance for SMP, we degrade
each relation semantic embedding Ei,j: ∈ R

p (p > 1) in adjacent
tensor into a scalar value (i.e., E ∈ R

n×n×p → E ∈ R
n×n×1),

which makes AANU submodule invalided (see Eq. (10)). As a result,
the above operation hurts the performance of SMP respectively by
2.28% ACC and 2.76% AUC. This fact verifies that AANU based
on the weighted aggregation for multi-channel targeted nodes can
provide more evident information by the guidance of the relational
semantics for SMP. 2)-Multi-order Relation Update Module (MORU):

we remove the MORU submodule in the proposed model and cancel
the dynamics of adjacent tensor after node aggregation. This setting
means that the adjacent tensor is fixed and losses the information
supplement acquired from the multi-order relations. Therefore, the
final ACC and AUC performances of SMP respectively reduce by
7.76% and 9.49%, which again demonstrates the effectiveness of the
idea about the dynamics of adjacent tensor based on the multi-order
relation semantics. In the following subsection, we will continuously
evaluate the inner structures of MORU with more detailed views (see
subsection 5.3).

Models CSI100E
ACC (%) AUC (%)

-Best AMRGCN-SMP 62.03 65.66

w/o AANU submodule 59.75 62.90
w/o MORU submodule 54.27 56.17

Table 3. The ablation study of each submodule in AMRGCN on CSIE100E
dataset.

5.2 Effect of Attention-aware Aggregation

To further confirm the effectiveness of the proposed attention-aware
multi-channel aggregation, we add another experiment by adding
different multi-channel aggregated mechanisms in AANU submodule,
and the experimental results are reported in Tab. 4. It is clear that
the presented attention-ware multi-channel aggregated mechanism
achieves the best performance compared with the listed traditional
aggregated manners. In detail, the attention-ware multi-channel ag-
gregated mechanism can automatically allot weights for the multi-
channel targeted nodes after channel-inner aggregation. By contrast,
the traditional aggregated manners including Max, Sum, and Avg usu-
ally respectively suffer from information dropout, equivalent aggrega-
tion, and information attenuation. Thus, the attention-aware weighted
aggregation is a natural idea to compute multi-channel aggregation
and has been demonstrated effectively in the ablation experiments.

Models CSI100E
ACC (%) AUC (%)

-Max Aggregation 61.62 63.64
-Sum Aggregation 60.77 63.25
-Avg Aggregation 56.96 60.45
-Atten Aggregation* 62.03 65.66

Table 4. The performance comparison of the different aggregated manners
in AMRGCN. * is the proposed attention-aware aggregated manner in

AMRGCN.

5.3 Effect of iterative Multi-order Graph

By observing the Eq. (12), we respectively remove the gated mecha-
nism (i.e. setting β = 1) and control the maximum iteration number
cmax (if cmax = 1 and L = 3, the relation between layer number
l and iteration number c is c = 0 with l = 1, c = 1 with l = 2,
and c = 1 with l = 3). Noted that cmax = 0 means the lack of
the multi-order relation information (i.e., Eq. (12) is removed and
El−1,l−1

i,j,: = El−1
i,j,:). The experimental results are reported in Tab. 5.

As shown in Tab. 5, removing the gated mechanism in MORU can
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lead to obvious decreases of ACC and AUC respectively by abso-
lute margins of 2.22% and 1.23%. This observation demonstrates
the introduction of the gated mechanism can effectively adjust the
degree of fusion among multi-order adjacent tensors and provide
more cues for the SMP task. Moreover, by controlling the maximum
iteration number cmax, the higher-order relation information can be
incorporated into the adjacent tensor during the iterative computation
with the increase of cmax. Therefore, in Tab. 5, the performances
of SMP including ACC and AUC become better with the increase
of cmax. These results verify that the GCN-based models indeed
need to consider the multi-order relation information to supply more
cues for SPM, especially in the case of long-chain cross-shareholding
structures among public companies.

Models CSI100E
ACC (%) AUC (%)

-MORU w/o GATE 59.81 64.43
-MORU (cmax= 0) 60.03 62.75
-MORU (cmax= 1) 61.18 64.59
-MORU (cmax= 2)* 62.03 65.66

Table 5. The effectiveness evaluation of inner structures in MORU.
* denotes the best setting of cmax in the proposed AMRGCN module.

5.4 Effect of Relation Embedding Size

In this work, we introduce relation embeddings in the adjacent tensor
to facilitate AMRGCN to achieve multi-channel aggregation and dy-
namic update of adjacent tensor based on multi-order relations. Thus,
the dimension of the relation embeddings may be effective for the pre-
sented AMRGCN during prediction stock movement. Based on this,
we study the performance of the models with different dimensions
of relation representation in this subsection. The value of dimension
is varied from 10 to 400 and the experimental results on CSI100E
dataset are shown in Fig. 2. We conclude that the best ACC&AUC can
be obtained when the dimension is 10. Actually, a larger dimension is
not beneficial for the performance improvement of AMRGCN.

Figure 2. The ACC & AUC variation with relation embedding size on the
test dataset of CSI100E.

5.5 Impact of AMRGCN layers

As the model stacks L AMRGCN layers, it is necessary to investigate
the effect of the layer number L on the final performance of the SMP

task. Therefore, we set the different number of layers which range
from 1 to 5. The experimental results are illustrated in Fig. 3. As
shown in Fig. 3, it can be observed that the overall performance trend
is increased if the layer number is set as L ∈ {1, 2, 3}. When the layer
number is 3, the proposed method can achieve the best performance
for the SMP task. However, with the further increase of the layer
numbers ranging from 3 to 5, it can be noted that the performances
of AMRGCN drop dramatically. This phenomenon is explicable be-
cause the model is suffering from the issue of overfitting if the model
stacks too many AMRGCN layers. Besides, the dynamic update of
the adjacent tensor in AMRGCN can also increase the complexity of
the model and bring more severe performance deterioration for the
SMP task.

Figure 3. The ACC & AUC variation with GCN number layer on the test
dataset of CSI100E.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel method named Attention-aware
Multi-order Relation GCN (AMRGCN) for the stock movement pre-
diction. Based on the introduced relational semantics, AMRGCN
can achieve attention-aware multi-channel node aggregation and the
dynamic update of adjacent tensor using multi-order relational infor-
mation. The attention-aware multi-channel aggregation mechanism
can adaptively fuse the targeted node embeddings derived from the
multiple semantic channels and the dynamic update of adjacent tensor
based on the multi-order relations can facilitate the model to capture
multi-order neighbor information. Experiments show that our model
achieves the start-of-the-art results respectively on the SCI100E and
CSI300E datasets. In the future, we would like to explore some novel
mechanisms to improve the problem of overfitting during applying
the AMRGCN when it has stacked more layers.
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